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1

Introduction

Education is usually recognized as one of the main tools for promoting economic
growth, redistributing income and achieving equity and social mobility. UNICEF
(2015) notes that the main challenge facing the education sector today is to identify and to support policies that improve the e¢ ciency and the equity of education
spending. Therefore, given the resource constraints faced by policy-makers and the
hierarchical structure of the education system, the design of the educational policies,
i.e. the allocation of resources across the various education levels, may have profound
consequences on the …nal outcomes. To this regard, several studies have investigated
the impact of the allocation of the education budget on the countries’levels of economic growth and inequality. The main conclusion of this line of research is that the
optimal allocation policy, i.e. the education level that should be prioritized, changes
according to the country’s development level. More speci…cally, Keller (2010), Patron
and Vaillant (2012) and Su (2004) argue that the importance of higher education increases as the country’s income level increases. In terms of policy prescriptions, these
studies suggest that the optimal allocation rule for a developing country would require
to allocate relatively more resources to basic education, while for developed economy
the education policy should allocate more resources to higher education1 .
This result is strengthened by empirical literature showing that the returns to
education (both private and social) decrease in the level of development and in the
level of education, with private returns larger than social ones given the public subsidization of education (Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2018))2 .
Bearing in mind these results, it becomes surprising to observe the educational
1

Hidalgo-Hidalgo and Iturbe-Ormaetxe (2012) analyze the e¤ect of policy reforms, changing the
allocation of the education budget, in terms of equity and e¢ ciency. Their …rst …nding is that there
are no policies achieving at the same time both equity and Pareto e¢ ciency. However, by considering
alternative measures of e¢ ciency, expressed in terms of average human capital or productivity, they
…nd that even for developed countries, the policy reform achieving both e¢ ciency and equity would
transfer resources from higher to basic education.
2
Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2018) …nd that in low income countries the social returns to
education are substantially higher at the primary stage than the secondary and tertiary stages
(i.e. 22.1, 18.1 and 13.2). For high income countries the decreasing pattern by education level is
maintained, but the di¤erences across education levels are moderate (i.e. 15.8, 10.3 and 9.7). These
estimates are also consistent with previous empirical analysis (Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2004),
Brossard and Foko (2006)). Moreover, Gemmel (1996) argued that there exists a key level of human
capital that contributes most to growth and that such a level increases as the level of a country’s
development increases.
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policies adopted by the di¤erent countries around the world. In particular, as reported
by Table 1, there is a remarkable heterogeneity in the allocation policies across regions. The relative per-student expenditure by education level, measured by the ratio
between the expenditure on each tertiary student over the per-student expenditure on
basic education, ranges from 1.31 to more than 30. OECD economies and countries
from East Europe and Central Asia exhibit on average lower ratios of per-student
expenditure than African countries. Therefore, reality seems to suggest that African
countries tend to allocate their education budget contrary to their development needs
(Patron and Vaillant (2012) and Su (2004)). From Table 1, it is also interesting to
note that a relatively large per-student expenditure in tertiary education is associated
with a higher level of income inequality. In other words, unequal societies, exhibiting high Gini index, tend to adopt education policies more generous towards higher
levels of education (Di Gioacchino and Sabani (2009)). In addition, since the access
to higher education is unfairly distributed across income groups, it follows that the
policies implemented by less developed countries tend to reproduce inequality over
time3 . The unfair outcome of these policies in terms of inequality of opportunity is illustrated by Figure 1, which shows the level of intergenerational educational mobility
across countries4 . Countries with a larger per-student expenditure in tertiary education experience the lowest levels of mobility (see dark blue regions). The regressive
aspect of education policies is also discussed by De Fraja (2004) and Fernandez and
Rogerson (1995), while UNICEF (2015) reports that in less developed countries education resources are unequally distributed, as 10 per cent of most educated students
bene…t from almost half of the public education resources. In addition, the inegalitarian nature of education policies in African countries is corroborated by the fact that
the households’contribution to higher education is lower than their contribution to
basic education, despite the former being more expensive and associated with higher
private returns (see Figure 32 in UNICEF (2015)).
This astonishing scenario has stimulated researchers to understand how education
policies, favoring only a small elite, can be implemented. The explanation proposed
3

UNICEF (2015) reports that the allocation policies in African countries favor children from
wealthier families. A fraction ranging from 60 to 97 per cent of students enrolled at the tertiary
level of education, indeed, comes from the wealthiest quintile.
4
The level of relative education mobility is de…ned as the coe¢ cient from a regression of respondents’years of schooling on the highest years of schooling of their parents. That is, this coe¢ cient
measures the e¤ect of one additional year of schooling of parents on their children’s years of schooling.
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by this line of research is that in less developed countries an elite holds the political
power and may decide its preferred redistributive policy. Gradstein (2003) shows that
educational policies unfavorable to the poor arise in contexts where income inequality
is high and the access to higher education is determined by rent seeking. Su (2006)
proposes a political economy model where the elite has to decide the allocation of a
given education budget across two levels, i.e. basic and higher. The complementarity across the two education levels gives the incentive to the elite to allocate more
resources to higher education at the expense of basic education, in order to reduce
the possibility of the poor to receive higher education5 . Naito and Nishida (2017)
extend the study by Su (2006) by proposing a model where both the size of the
education budget and its allocation between basic and higher education is decided
via majority voting. Their results show that the optimal education policy depends
on the level of human capital of the median voter. When this level is lower than a
given threshold, the tax rate, i.e. the education budget, is low and all resources are
allocated to basic education. If the low value of human capital of the median voter is
associated with large inequality and underdevelopment, the implication of the model
is that inequality prevents growth and underdevelopment feeds itself. Di¤erent than
Su (2006), Naito and Nishida (2017) do not assume that the rich have the incentive
to exclude the poor from higher education and focus on the e¤ect of private cost of
higher education.
Other studies show that the choice to implement a more egalitarian education policy where rich people subsidize the education of the poor is associated with: the threat
of revolution or predatory behavior by the poor (Acemoglu and Robinson (2000) and
Grossman and Kim (2003)), the positive externalities of education (Bourguignon and
Verdier (2000)).
This paper proposes a political economy model to explain how the country’s levels
of development and inequality a¤ect the allocation rule of the education budget. In
addition, we try to understand how this rule changes over time. By comparing the
two panels of Table 1, indeed, it is possible to note that the relative per student
5

Di Gioacchino and Sabani (2009) propose a model to explain the relationship between educational policies and the level of wealth concentration among OECD countries. In their model they
consider di¤erent education levels as alternative public investments with contrasting e¤ect on the
future labor income distribution. The main result is that countries where wealth concentration is
larger than income inequality, tend to allocate more resources to high education at the expense of
basic education.
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expenditure in African countries decreased over the period 2008-17, although it remained higher compared with the other regions. These lower ratios can be explained
with a less elitist higher education, as illustrated by Figure 2, indeed, enrollment in
tertiary education exhibits an increasing pattern over the last decade. This trend
can lead to a lower per tertiary student expenditure and seems to support the idea
that the elite decides to allow access to higher education to children from other social
classes.
By studying how the level of initial development and inequality a¤ect the educational policy and by analyzing the dynamics over time, this paper aims to o¤er a
political economy explanation to this observed evidence. We consider an economy
where each individual lives for two periods: childhood and parenthood. Children attend school and do not take any economic or political decisions, while parents work,
earn an income and are called to vote to decide the educational policy, i.e. how to
allocate a given public budget across the di¤erent education levels. More speci…cally,
we assume a two-stage hierarchical education system (basic and higher education),
where the level and the quality, which is measured by the per-student expenditure, of
the education received during childhood, determine the future income of individuals
when adult. The two education levels are associated with two income classes, rich
and poor, and the inequality among them depends on the allocation rule. We assume
that only a limited share of the children’s generation has access to higher education
and that the access is based on the performance of an admission test. This performance re‡ects the child ability, which is given by the sum of two components: the
child innate talent and the e¤ect of the family environment. That is, the child ability
is the combination of nature and nurture. However, parents can decide to invest in
supplemental private education in order to improve their children’s performance and
increase their probability to receive higher education.
The allocation of a given education budget is determined by rich parents through
majority voting. With this assumption we capture the idea that in less developed
countries there is an elite holding the political power. Here, the elite consists of higheducated parents, who decide how to allocate a given education budget. Di¤erent
than Su (2006), here we introduce social exchange mobility among the two social
classes. In other words, we consider a sort of race for access to higher education,
where child’s ability still plays a crucial role. In particular, even if children from rich
families have more opportunity to access higher education than their peers from poor
5
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backgrounds, because of the presence of nurture e¤ect and the possibility to invest
more resources in supplemental education, there are always high talented children
from poor families who may bene…t from higher education. That is, rich parents
cannot always compensate with private education their children’s low level of talent.
The main result of the model is that: when the country’s level of development is
low and income inequality is large the allocation rule tends to prioritize per-student
investments in higher education and the level of exchange mobility is low, as more than
half of children admitted to high education are from rich families. This policy leads
to higher income inequality which in turn implies higher inequality of opportunity in
terms of access to higher education. However, this trend cannot be sustained over a
long period. When the income of the poor starts to increase, the rich lose their income
advantage due to investments in private education and the inequality of opportunity in
the access to higher education declines, given that the share of rich children admitted
to higher education declines. Therefore, a majority supporting investment in higher
education will continue to exist only if the rich decide to increase the share of children
admitted to higher education. These results seem to be consistent with the observed
empirical evidence of higher enrollment rates (see Figure 2), while the relationship
between inequality of opportunity and development is con…rmed by Brunori et al.
(2013), who …nd an inverted-U shaped relationship between the level of development
and inequality of opportunity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the environment
of the model. Section 3 presents the "static" majority voting equilibrium under
di¤erent scenarios characterized by di¤erent levels of initial income inequality. Section
4 analyzes the impact of the educational policy on social mobility and discusses the
dynamics of the model. Section 5 concludes.
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Gini
35
13
5.65 34.53
3.89 3.47
1.95 29.80
20.69 39.80

Tert.
Prim.

South Asia

2008 - 2017)
East Asia
Latin Amer.
Paci…c
Tert.
Tert.
Gini Prim.
Gini
Prim.
38
28
57
120
1.63 37.57 1.74 47.47
0.96 3.91 0.90 4.32
0.18 28.70 0.68 36.70
4.78 45.50 5.85 56.20

East Asia
Latin Amer.7
Paci…c
Tert.
Tert.
Tert.
Gini Prim.
Gini Prim.
Gini
Prim.
8
11
13
16
52
103
6.83 36.17 2.19 38.19 2.27 52.52
3.03 4.70 2.49 5.09 1.05
3.96
3.58 30.40 1.06 27.80 0.99 38.10
13.70 43.80 10.39 46.10 5.19 61.60
South Asia

2000 - 2007)

Total general (local, regional and central) government expenditure (current and capital) on a given level of education (primary, tertiary,
etc) minus international transfers to government for education, divided by the number of student enrolled at that level of education. This is
then expressed as a share of GDP per capita. Authors’elaboration from UNESCO Institute for Statistics data.
Chile is listed as OECD country.

Panel B: Relative government expenditure across education levels (years
East Europe
Middle East
Sub Saharan
OECD
Central Asia
North Africa
Africa
Tert.
Tert.
Tert.
Tert.
Gini Prim.
Gini
Gini
Gini
Prim.
Prim.
Prim.
Obs.
175
215
42
119
12
19
119
56
Mean 1.40 32.03 1.78
32.28 1.98
34.08
17.21 44.16
St.dev 0.52 5.12 5.03
4.74
1.05
3.71
31.92
8.69
Min
0.42 23.70 0.44
24
1.25
27.60
0.76
31.50
Max
3.01
49
33.54
42.8
4.92
42.10
288.65 63.40

Panel A: Relative government expenditure across education levels (years
East Europe
Middle East
Sub Saharan
OECD
Central Asia
North Africa
Africa
Tert.
Tert.
Tert.
Tert.
Gini Prim.
Gini
Gini
Gini
Prim.
Prim.
Prim.
Obs.
176
135
18
87
16
16
65
50
Mean 1.64 32.83 1.31
33.26
3.40
36.77
31.60 44.03
St.dev 0.66 6.16 0.43
5.12
1.38
4.35
42.81
7.54
Min
0.42 24.40 0.67
16.20
1.46
28.60
2.15
29.80
Max
3.49 52.80 2.23
42.30
6.02
44.80
232.46 64.80

Table 1: Government expenditure per student on a given level of education (share of GDP per capita).6

Fig.1: Relative education mobility

Fig. 2: Gross enrollment ratio in tertiary educ. (Authors’elaboration
from World Bank).
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2

The model

2.1

The economic environment

This paper considers an economy where individuals live for two periods: childhood
and parenthood. In each period there are two generations, children and parents, which
we assume to be equally sized and constant over time. Each parent has only one child
and to simplify the exposition we normalize to one the size of both generation.
During childhood, individuals receive education and do not take any economic or
political decisions. After completing education, children become adults (parents) and
work, by earning a labor income that depends on the level and the quality of the
education received during childhood, which in turn depend respectively on their level
of ability and the education policy implemented.
We assume that there are two income classes denoted by yr and yp respectively,
with yr > yp , which re‡ect the distinction between high and low-educated individuals8 .
In addition to income, there is a second source of heterogeneity across parents:
the ability level of their child. The ability of each child is given by the sum of two
components. The …rst component is the innate talent, denoted by !; which we assume
to be uniformly distributed over the support (0; 1) : The second component, labeled
by ; deals with the family environment and captures the idea that high-educated
parents bequeath part of their human capital to their children. Thus, the ability of
each child can be interpreted as the combination of nature and nurture. The former
randomly assigns to each child a rank within the ability distribution regardless of their
parent background, while the latter introduces a gap between the ability distributions
of rich and poor, by increasing the talent of each rich child by an amount , that
can be interpreted as a measure of the correlation between the innate talent and the
parental income. When = 0 abilities are completely chosen by the nature and
nurture has no say in this aspect.
As we will see in the paper, the ability level of each child is crucial in determining
the level of education that she receives and hence her future income.
8

In the remainder of the paper we equivalently refer to rich (poor) parents as high-educated
(low-educated) or skilled (unskilled) individuals respectively.
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2.2

The education system

We consider a hierarchical education system with two subsequent levels: basic and
higher education. These two levels can be interpreted as compulsory school and
university. Basic education is universal and provides all children with the same basic
level of skills. After completing this …rst level, children may advance to the next
education level, by accessing to higher education. However, in contrast with the basic
education, the access to higher education is more selective and restricted to a limited
fraction ( ) of children. This fraction captures the idea that there are some constraints
that prevent policy-makers from expanding the access to higher education without
cost. Therefore, given that only some children may bene…t from advanced education,
the challenge for the policy-maker is to make the access to higher education as equal as
possible, by ensuring that high-ability children receive advanced education regardless
of their parental income class.
We assume that children admitted to higher education are identi…ed according to
the performance achieved in an admission test. Therefore, the fraction represents
the share of children with the highest test performance. This performance is the
sum of two components, namely the level of child’s ability and a possible additional
investment in supplemental private education (e). By resorting to supplemental private education (top-up) parents may increase the test performance of their children
and then their chances to be admitted to higher education. While public (basic and
higher) education is entirely …nanced by a proportional income tax, private education
is funded only by parents who use it, by paying a per unit cost that we normalize to
one.
Basic education provides all children with the same standard set of skills, but some
parents may decide to supplement the public provision with an additional investment
that boosts the test mark of their child, thereby increasing her probability of being
admitted to higher education. It will follow that for the same ability level, children
from rich families, have a larger probability to access to higher education than children
from poor families having fewer resources to invest in private education, and a higher
marginal utility of income.

10
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2.3

Education policy, income classes and inequality

In each period t, the policy-maker levies a proportional income tax collecting an
amount of revenue Rt = t t ; where the term t denotes the average income of the
) ypt . Tax revenues …nances education
economy9 , which is de…ned as t = yrt + (1
policies and this budget is allocated across the two education levels.
Let denote the fraction of tax revenues allocated to higher education, then the
per-student expenditure (gB ) in basic education and (gU ) in higher education are
gBt =

t

gUt =

t

1
R

Rt

(1)

t

(2)

:

After completing education children become adults and enter the labor market, where
they earn an income which depends both on the level and the quality of the received
education10 .
Let y0 > 0 be the level of a minimum income that individuals receive regardless
of their education background. Then, the labor income of low educated individuals,
who received only basic education, is formalized by
ypt+1 = y0 1 + k1 gBt ;

(3)

where k1 > 0 is a scale parameter. Note that, when the education budget is entirely
allocated to higher education, then the quality of basic education is extremely low
and unskilled individuals earn the minimum income y0 :
High-educated individuals, who have bene…tted from higher education, earn instead the following labor income
yrt+1 = y0 1 + k1 gBt

1 + k2 gUt ;

(4)

where k2
k1 > 0. That is, the income of high-educated individuals corresponds
to the income of the low-educated ones increased by an additional component that
depends on the quality of the higher education. Given the de…nitions of the perstudent expenditure in basic and higher education in (1) and (2), the two income
9

Here we consider the computation of the average income only for the adult population.
In this model the quality of a speci…c education level is assumed to be measured by the amount
of per-student expenditure in that level.
10
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levels earned by unskilled and skilled individuals can be rewritten respectively as
ypt+1 = y0
yrt+1 = y0

1 + k1 (1
1 + k1 (1

) Rt ;
) Rt

(5)
1+

k2 R

t

:

(6)

Unskilled children represent the poor (p) class, whose income is negatively correlated
with the share of the public budget allocated to higher education. Thus, public
investments in basic education represent a sort of future income insurance and can
be interpreted as a "pro-poor" redistribution, as they reduce the income inequality
between the two social classes. On the other hand, more generous investments in
higher education tend to worsen the quality of basic education and to increase the
level of future income inequality.
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the allocation rule and income inequality which is expressed in terms of the Lorenz curve. The higher the share of
education budget allocated to higher education, the larger is the future income inequality. Moreover, for a given education budget and an allocation rule, the level of
income inequality decreases when the access to higher education is less elitist11 .

Fig. 3: Education policy and income inequality
(Lorenz Curve).
11

The Gini index G is double the area between the Lorenz curve and the line of perfect equality
(dark area), its value is G = (1
) 1+RR :
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2.4

The timing

The timing of the model is the following: parents, taking the size of the education
budget as exogenous, …rst vote to decide the allocation rule . Then, they decide
whether or not and how much to invest in private education in order to increase
their child’s probability to access higher education. Child’s ability is known before
the vote. Moreover, we assume that only rich (high-educated) parents vote. This last
assumption captures the idea that in less developed countries there is an elite that
holds the political power. In this model the elite consists of the rich (high-educated)
parents.
To solve the model we proceed by backward induction, starting from the analysis
of parents’ preferences and their decision to invest in private education for a given
educational policy. Then, we derive the optimal allocation rule for rich parents who
resort or not to private education.

2.5

Parents’preferences and decisions

Parents care about their consumption and their child’s future labor income. More
speci…cally, consumption is funded by the available resources which are given by
the labor income net of the taxation, i.e. xi = yi (1
) ; minus the investment
in supplemental private education ei;j ; where i = p; r denotes the income class of
the parent, while the subscript j indicates that the amount of resources invested in
supplemental education depends on the child’s characteristics, such as his level of
innate talent. The child’s future labor income, which depends on the level and the
quality of the education received, instead, is de…ned by (5) or (6) for low-educated
and high-educated children respectively.
The utility of the generic parent belonging to the income class i, whose child may
be part of a di¤erent income class i0 , can be written as
u xi ; yit+1
= v (xi ) + yit+1
;
0
0

(7)

where the parameter measures the degree of parental altruism towards the child’s
income, while the function v ( ) ; which quanti…es the utility impact of the current

13
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level of net income x; is de…ned as follows
v (x) :=

(

ax
ax + b (x

x)

if
if

x<x
x x

(8)

:

Function v ( ) represents the most simple way to formalize the e¤ect of decreasing
marginal utility of income. More speci…cally, the term x denotes a threshold that
can be interpreted as a sort of "poverty line" in the distribution of net income. The
parameters a and b; instead, represent the marginal utility of net income of parents
enjoying an amount of resources respectively lower or higher than the threshold x,
with a > 1 > b:
For a given educational policy, i.e. the allocation rule , the generic parent belonging to the income class i, decides to invest in supplemental education, thereby
having a high-educated child, if the utility with this investment is at least larger than
the utility achieved without and having a low-educated child. This condition can be
formalized as
ei ) + yrt+1

v (xi

v (xi )

ypt+1 :

(9)

By replacing the de…nitions (5) and (6) and after some manipulations, condition (9)
becomes
Z

v (xi )

v (xi

(10)

ei ) ;

where the term Z is
Z :=

yrt+1

ypt+1 = y0 (1 + k1 (1

) R) k2

R

;

(11)

which is a measure of the discounted future income advantage of having a higheducated child. The income di¤erential between high and low-educated children is
given by the minimum guaranteed income (y0 ) ; weighted by the degree of parental
) R)
altruism ( ), the labor income of low-educated children ypt+1 = (1 + k1 (1
and the quality of higher education gU = R . The level of ei solving condition (10)
with equality, represents the maximal investment in top-up that the generic parent
belonging to the income class i is willing to a¤ord to have a high-educated child. The
maximal top-up, denoted by ebi , will be a crucial ingredient of the next section which
discusses the access to higher education for children from di¤erent backgrounds.
14
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We analyze how the maximal investment in private education changes with the
level of parental income. To this regard, there are three alternative scenarios that may
occur when the generic parent decides to a¤ord the maximal investment in top-up:
Case A, the disposable income after such investment is still larger than the threshold
x; Case B, the disposable income after the maximal top-up becomes lower than the
threshold x; Case C, the disposable income before the maximal top-up is already
lower than the threshold x: Each of these three cases is associated with a speci…c
formulation of the function v ( ), with the maximal top-up ebi which is obtained by
replacing this speci…cation, given by (8), into condition (10). More speci…cally, the
maximal top-up associated with Case A solves the following equation
Z = ax + b (xi

x)

ax

b (xi

x

ei ) ;

(12)

which implies that
Z
:
(13)
b
The maximal top-up corresponding to Case B is obtained from the following condition
ebi =

Z = ax + b (xi

x)

a (xi

ei ) ;

(14)

with

Z (a b)
+
(xi x) ;
(15)
a
a
while the maximal investment in private education associated with Case C is given
by
ebi =

Z = a (xi )

a (xi

ei ) ;

with

(16)

Z
:
(17)
a
In all cases the maximal top-up increases the larger is the future income advantage
of having a high-educated child, that is the larger is the term Z. Given (11), it follows
that for a given allocation rule the maximal top-up is positively associated with
the size of the education budget R; the degree of parental altruism , the level of
the minimum income y0 and the parameters k1 and k2 :The less elitist is the access to
higher education, the larger is and the lower is the maximal investment in top-up.
ebi =
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This is the case because when the share of children admitted to higher education is
large, the income advantage of receiving higher education decreases, as the quality
of higher education, measured by the level of per-student expenditure, decreases. By
deriving (11) with respect to , one obtains that the maximal top-up and
are
1
1
positively associated if < = 2 1 + k1 R : Given the complementarity between
the two education levels as in (6), a minimum level of the quality for the basic
education has to be guaranteed in order to bene…t from higher education. Therefore,
educational policies particularly generous towards higher education (with > ), by
worsening the quality of basic education, tend to reduce the incentive of parents to
invest in private education, as the bene…t of higher education declines.
Lastly, for a given level of Z; a lower marginal utility of net income, measured
either by the term a or b tends to increase the maximal willingness of parents to
invest in supplemental private education. In all the three cases analyzed the maximal
top-up is independent from the child’s ability level, with all parents belonging to the
same income class who are willing to a¤ord the same maximal investment in private
education. The intuition for this result is due to the fact that the level of child’s
ability impacts only on the chance to be admitted to higher education, but it does
not a¤ect the bene…t of being high-educated, which is always described by the income
function (6).

2.6

The access to higher education and the role of initial
income inequality

As anticipated in Section 2.2, the access to higher education is restricted to a limited
share of children, which is identi…ed according to the performance of an admission
test. There is no uncertainty about the determination of the test performance s,
which can be formalized, for the generic child j whose parent belongs to the income
class i; as follows
sj;i = ! j;i +

i

+ ej;i :

(18)

The term ! represents the child’s level of innate talent, which is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the support [0; 1] ;with the associated cdf given by F (!) =
!:
The parameter ; instead, measures the nurture e¤ect due to family environment
16
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that can be interpreted as a "bonus" that increases the innate talent of children from
rich families, that is r > p = 0:
Moreover, parents may improve the performance of their child, by investing e
in supplemental education: The marginal impact of this investment on the child’s
performance is measured by the parameter > 0. Therefore, for a given level of
innate talent, children from a rich family achieve a larger test score than their peers
from a poor background, because of the nurture e¤ect and the possibility to bene…t
from larger investments in supplemental education.
Given the limited number of positions available for higher education, the policymaker needs to identify a threshold score s for the admission test, such that only
children achieving at least that level are admitted to higher education. We assume
that the policy maker decides that the minimum score required to be admitted to
higher education is s0 . Then, each parent, either rich or poor, taking into account s0
and his child’s talent, decides whether or not to invest in supplemental private education in order to reach the admission score, thereby allowing his child accessing higher
education. The following Lemma summarizes the decision about the investment in
top-up of rich and poor parents.
Lemma 1 Given the admission threshold s0 ; the parent belonging to the income class
i, with i = p; r; and whose child ability is ! j;i + i ; with r > p = 0; decides the
following investments in supplemental education:
i) ej;i = 0 if ! j;i +
ii) ej;i =

s0 (! j;i +

i)

iii) ej;i = 0 if ! j;i +

s0 ;

i

if s0
i

< s0

ebi

! j;i +

i

< s0 ;

ebi :

That is, the generic parent i does not invest in supplemental private education
either when his child’s ability is larger than the admission threshold s0 (Lemma 1, case
(i)), or when his child does not achieve the admission score even with the maximal
top-up ebi (Lemma 1, case (iii)). In both cases, the investment in supplemental
education is wasteful. When the child’s ability level is instead intermediate, that is
! j;i + i 2 [s0 ebi ; s0 ), (Lemma 1, case (ii)) the parent decides to invest in private
education, by purchasing precisely the amount needed to reach the admission score
s0 :
17
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Recall that children from a rich family bene…t from the nurture e¤ect, that increases their level of innate talent ( r > p = 0). In addition, rich parents may have
a lower marginal utility of net income and then a larger willingness to invest in
top-up than poor parents (b
er
ebp ). Therefore, given the parents’ decisions to invest in supplemental education, described by Lemma 1, it follows that there are two
di¤erent distributions of the admission test performance for children from di¤erent
backgrounds.
Given the de…nition of the test score in (18), the distribution of the test performance corresponds to the distribution of child’s talent ! for all children who do not
receive private education (i.e. children with talent ! j;i < s0 ebi i and ! j;i s0 i ),
while there is a bunching at the level of the admission threshold s0 for all children
who resort to private education (i.e. children with talent ! j;i 2 [s0 ebi
i ; s0 ]).
The admission score s0 ; chosen by the policy maker, has to guarantee that in
equilibrium the share of children admitted to higher education corresponds to the
limited number of positions available .
Given that the investment in supplemental education is aimed at achieving the
admission threshold s0 , by solving (18) for ! j;i one obtains the talent level of the
marginal child accessing to higher education with the maximal top-up. This level can
be written as
!
b r = s0
ebr
(19)
r
for a child from a rich family and as

!
b p = s0

ebp ;

(20)

for a child with a poor (low-educated) parent, because parents whose child’s talent is
lower than the threshold !
b i , with i = p; r, do not invest in supplemental education
as their child cannot reach the admission threshold s0 even with the maximal top-up.
Given that the share of children coming from a rich family is ; the following two
terms
F (b
! r ) and (1
) F (b
! p ) denote the fraction of children from rich and
poor background respectively, who cannot achieve the admission score s0 ; thereby
receiving only basic education. In equilibrium, the sum of these two shares has to
be equal to 1
, since only a fraction of children bene…ts from higher education.
This consistency condition is formalized as

18
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F (b
! r ) + (1

) F (b
!p) = 1

(21)

:

By using the de…nitions (19) and (20), the above condition can be rewritten as
F (s0

ebr

r)

+ (1

ebp ) = 1

) F (s0

:

(22)

The level s0 ensuring that in equilibrium exactly a share of children is admitted
to higher education is obtained from condition (22). The next proposition formalizes
how the policy maker, taking into account parents’choices, decides the equilibrium
admission score.
Proposition 1 When the access to higher education depends on the performance of
an admission test and parents may improve their child’s performance by investing in
supplemental education, as described by Lemma 1, the admission score such that in
equilibrium only a share of children receives higher education, is
s = (1

ebp ) +

) + ( (b
er

r)

+ ebp :

(23)

That is, the "equilibrium" admission score is positively associated with the maximal investments in supplemental education of both rich and poor parents. If parents
invest more resources in supplemental education the children’s performances improve,
thus the policy maker has to increases the admission threshold in order to still admit
only a share of children. In addition, the equilibrium threshold is increasing in the
parameters and r , which measure respectively the impact of top-up on the performance and the nurture e¤ect for children from rich families. Lastly, the more elitist is
the access to higher education, i.e. the lower is ; the higher has to be the admission
threshold s: This condition is crucial to ensure that for each level of 2 (0; 1) there
exists only an admission score s satisfying condition (23). By using (23), one may
obtain from (19) and (20) the talent level of the marginal child who is admitted to
higher education with the maximal top-up, which is formalized by
!
b r = (1

) (1

!
b p = (1

) (1

r)

(1

) (b
er

ebp ) ;

(24)

(b
er

ebp ) :

(25)

for a child from a rich family, and by
r)

+
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for a child from a poor background. The threshold !
b i de…ned by (24) and (25)
represents the minimum level of talent such that the investment in supplemental
private education is pro…table. The nurture e¤ect r and the di¤erent maximal
willingness to invest in private education of parents from a di¤erent income class
(b
er ebp ) imply that for a child from a rich family is easier to reach the admission
threshold, than a child from a poor background, i.e. !
br < !
b p : The next Remark
summarizes this result.
Remark 1 The initial income inequality impacts on inequality of opportunity and
education mobility through two channels: the di¤erent maximal investment in private
education (i.e., ebr > ebp ) and the nurture e¤ect (i.e., r > p = 0). Therefore, the last
rich child admitted to high education is less talented than the last poor child admitted,
i.e. !
br < !
bp .
Finally, by subtracting the nurture e¤ect r from (23), one obtains the level of
the innate talent of the rich child achieving the required admission score s with the
lowest top-up. This level can be written as
!
e r = (1

) (1

r)

+ ( ebr + (1

) ebp ) :

(26)

Children with a level of talent higher than !
e r do not need private education, as their
ability (i.e., the sum of innate talent and nurture e¤ect) is greater than the required
admission threshold s: Recall that for children from poor families the threshold !
ep
corresponds to the required admission score s; as ability and talent coincide given
that p = 0.
The admission score s and the talent thresholds !
b r and !
b p are crucial to analyze
the level of social exchange mobility. These three elements, de…ned respectively by
(23), (24) and (25), are in‡uenced by the level of the maximal investment in private
education ebi of rich and poor parents, which in turn depends on the level of their net
income, as described in Section 2.5. Therefore, di¤erent levels of the initial income
inequality between rich and poor parents, changing the rank of their net income with
respect to the threshold x, have an impact on the maximal willingness to invest in
private education and, hence, on the access to higher education for children from
di¤erent backgrounds. We consider three alternative scenarios, denoted respectively
as high, medium and low initial income inequality. The next subsections describe the
access to higher education for each of these three cases.
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2.6.1

High income inequality

The case of high initial inequality is such that rich (poor) parents have a disposable
income post (pre) the top-up investment greater (lower) than the threshold x: Under
this scenario, the maximal investment in supplemental education of rich and poor
parents is described by (13) and (17) respectively. Then, by replacing these two
levels within (23), the equilibrium admission score, ensuring that a share of children
accesses to higher education, is
sh = (1

)+ Z

+

b

(1

)

+

a

(27)

r;

where the superscript h stands for "high inequality". From (24) and (25), we have
that the marginal child accessing to higher education with the maximal top-up has
the following level of talent
!
b hr = (1

) (1

r)

(1

Z
b

)

a

b

(28)

a

if her parent is rich (high-educated), and
!
b hp = (1

Z
b

)+

a

b
a

+

(29)

r

if she comes from a poor family. Finally, by replacing (13) and (17) into (26) one
obtains that the talent level of this marginal child admitted to higher education with
the lowest top-up is
!
e hr = (1

) (1

r)

+ Z

b

+

(1

)
a

:

(30)

By using the two thresholds !
b hr and !
e hr one may partition the group of voters, i.e.
the population of rich parents, into di¤erent subgroups according to the child level
of talent. Recall that, given the complementarity of the two education levels, the
income advantage of having a highly educated child formalized by Z in equation (11)
is maximized when = = 12 1 + k11R . Then, by assuming that < 1, i.e. R > k11 ;
the two thresholds !
b hr and !
e hr appears as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Access to higher education with high inequality.

For each allocation rule > 0 (reported on the horizontal axis) there are four di¤erent
groups of voters (rich parents) identi…ed according to the level of their child’s talent
reported on the vertical axis.
More speci…cally, there are two extreme groups, labeled as high-talented and lowtalented children, that include respectively children who are always admitted to higher
education without top-up and children who always receive only basic education. Between these two extreme groups, there are two intermediate groups of children, i.e.
medium-high-talented and medium-low-talented, consisting of children who need supplemental education to enter higher education.
To identify the two extreme groups we need to de…ne the maximal income advantage of having a high-educated child. Then, by replacing this value within the
thresholds (30) and (24), we obtain the two levels of talent that identify the marginal
child belonging to each of these two group. Let Z denote the maximal income advantage of having a highly-educated child, which is obtained by replacing = into
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(11), that is
Z=

y0
k2
(1 + k1 R)2 :
4
k1

The group of high-talented children, who are always admitted to higher education
without top-up, includes all children whose talent is greater than the following threshold
y0
k2
(1
)
= (1
) (1
!
e hr
(1 + k1 R)2
+
;
r) +
4
k1
b
a
=

while the group of low-talented children receiving only basic education, i.e. children
who cannot reach the required admission threshold even with the maximal top-up,
consists of children with a talent lower than
!
b hr

= (1
=

) (1

r)

(1

)

k2
y0
(1 + k1 R)2
4
k1

a

b
ab

:

The
group of medium-high-talented children includes all children whose talent is ! 2
h
(1
) (1
e hr
: These children achieve the required admission score s
r) ; !
=
because the nurture e¤ect and the investment in top-up. When no parents invest in
private education, these children enter higher education without top-up. However,
given that the parents’ choice to invest in top-up depends on the quality of higher
education, for each child within this group there exists a range of allocation rules,
such that the access to higher education requires an investment in top-up. This
interval is represented by the white are in Figure 4, whose size changes according
to the level of child talent. When the quality of higher education corresponds to
a level of belonging to the white area, the competition for the higher education
becomes stronger, as parents tend to increase their investment in top-up. Then,
parents belonging to this group have to invest in private education to keep their child
among the best children. On the other hand, for all levels of outside the white
region, the bene…t of having a high-educated child declines, therefore parents with
less talented children reduce their investment in private education and medium-high
talented children enter higher education without top-up (compare black and white
region in Figure 4 when ! 2 [(1
) (1
e r j = )). Thus, for parents belonging
r) ; !
to this group the investment in top-up is a means of defense in the race for the higher
education.
h The last group consists of medium-low-talented children with a talent level ! 2
!
b hr
; (1
) (1
r ) : These children need supplemental education in order to
=
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reach the required admission score s, thereby accessing to higher education. As for the
group of medium-high talented children, for each child within this group there exists
a range of allocation rule such that her parent has the incentive to invest in private
education. This range corresponds to the levels of within the white region. For
these allocation rules, indeed, the income advantage of having a high-educated child is
larger than the cost of the private education. That is, in the race for higher education,
if these parents do not invest in private education, their children are excluded from
higher education. Therefore, the investment in top-up is the means to compensate
the gap between ability and the admission threshold.
2.6.2

Medium income inequality

The case of medium initial inequality refers to a scenario where all parents (rich and
poor) have a disposable income before the maximal investment in top-up greater than
the threshold x, i.e. xr > xp > x. However, after the choice to a¤ord the maximal
investment in supplemental education, the rich parents still enjoy of a disposable
income larger than x; while the disposable income of the poor parents falls below x;
i.e. xr ebr > x > xp ebp ; with the two levels of maximal top-up described by (13)
and (15) for rich and poor parents respectively.
Compared with the scenario of high inequality, here, the poor parents have a
larger maximal willingness to invest in private education, therefore given the limited
number of positions available for higher education, the policy-maker has to increase
the admission score s. By replacing the two maximal investments in top-up given
by (13) and (15) into the equilibrium condition, one obtains that the equilibrium
admission threshold, ensuring that only children are admitted to higher education
with a medium level of income inequality, is

sm = (1

)+ Z

b

+

(1

)
a

+

r

+ (1

)

(a

b)
a

(xp

x) ;

(31)

where the superscript m stands for "medium inequality". As anticipated this equilibrium score is larger than the one chosen with a higher level of income inequality,
that is sm sh = (1
) (a a b) (xp x) > 0: The minimum level of talent required
to be "eligible" for higher education with the maximal top-up is
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!
bm
r = (1

) (1

r)

(1

)

a

b

Z
b

(xp

x) +

a

(xp

(32)

x) ;

for a child from a rich family, and
!
bm
p = (1

a

)+

b

Z
b

a

(33)

r;

Z
bm
for a child with a poor parent, where !
bm
(xp x) > 0 and
r given that b
p > !
r > 0: That is, since rich parents have a larger willingness to invest in private
education than poor parents, they can compensate with supplemental education a
lower level of child talent. Therefore, the minimum level of talent required to enter
higher education with top-up is lower for a child from a rich family than for a child
with a poor parent. Lastly, the talent level of the marginal rich child admitted to
higher education with the lowest top-up is

!
em
r = (1

) (1

r)

+ Z

b

+

(1

)
a

+ (1

)

(a

b)
a

(xp

x) :

(34)

em
The graphical representation of !
bm
r and !
r , to identify the four groups of voters,
is similar to the illustration in Figure 4, with the only di¤erence that all curves are
shifted upwards by (1
) (a a b) (xp x) :
2.6.3

Low income inequality

The case with low initial inequality is such that all parents, rich and poor, have a
disposable income, net of the maximal investment in private education, greater than
the threshold x. Thus, all parents have the same marginal utility of income and,
hence, the same maximal willingness to invest in supplemental private education,
which is equal to Zb (Case A in (13)).
Given that parents are homogenous in terms of the maximal top-up, the level of
inequality of opportunity is lower compared to the case of high and medium inequality.
Rich parents have only the nurture e¤ect as channel to bequeath their status to their
children. The larger the investments in supplemental education of poor parents, the
stronger is the competition for the access to higher education. At the same time, the
policy-maker has to increase the admission threshold s; to ensure that the share of
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students accessing higher education is still equal to . By replacing ebp = ebr = Zb into
(23), one obtains that the equilibrium admission score with low income inequality is
s` = (1

)+

Z
+
b

r;

(35)

where the superscript ` stands for "low inequality". Given that children from poor
families achieve better performances in the admission test compared with the case of
high and medium inequality, it follows that s` > sm > sh , otherwise the fraction of
students to be admitted to higher education is larger than .
From (24) and (25) we observe that the minimum level of talent, such that the
investment in top-up is pro…table is de…ned as
!
b `r = (1

) (1

(36)

r) ;

for a child from a rich family, and as
!
b `p = (1

) (1

r)

+

r;

(37)

for a child with a poor parent. Parents whose child talent is ! < !
b `i do not resort to
private education, because this investment is wasteful since their child cannot achieve
the required admission score s` even with the maximal top-up.
The threshold !
e r denoting the talent level of the marginal child accessing higher
education with the lowest top-up is
!
e `r = (1

) (1

r)

+

Z
;
b

(38)

while for a children from poor a family the threshold !
e p corresponds to the admission
`
test score s :
The two thresholds !
b ` and !
e `r partitioning the voters into di¤erent subgroups are
illustrated by Figure 5. Here, there are three groups of voter: parents with a hightalented child, parents with a low-talented child and parents with a medium-talented
child. More speci…cally, the group with high-talented children includes all parents
2 k2
y0
whose child’s talent is ! > !
e `r
= (1
) (1
r ) + b 4 (1 + k1 R) k1 : These
=
children are always admitted to higher education, regardless the allocation rule .
The group of low-talented children consists of parents with a child who is always
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excluded from higher education. It is interesting to note that, the ability level of
the marginal child belonging to this group is constant with respect to ; therefore
the size of this group is constant for all possible allocation rules. Finally, the group
of medium-talented children includes all parents who need to invest in supplemental
education in order to send their child to higher education. Children within this group
e `r
:
have a level of talent !
b `r < ! !
=

Fig. 5: Access to higher education with low inequality.

2.7

Preferences for the education policy

This section analyzes the preference for the allocation rule of each group of rich
parents. To simplify the exposition, here, we present the educational policy preferred
by each group of voters, while all computations are relegated to Appendix A.
2.7.1

Parents with a high-talented child

A parent with a high-talented child (i.e. a child with a level of talent ! > !
e r j = ),
who is always admitted to higher education without top-up, chooses the allocation
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rule

maximizing the following utility
u x; yrt+1 = ax + b (x

x) + y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) :

(39)

The next remark presents the optimal education policy supported by this group of
parents.
Remark 2 For a given education budget R and a level of access to higher education
; the utility of a parent, whose child receives higher education without top-up, is
maximized by
1
1 1
1+
;
(40)
H =
2
R k1 k2
if

H

min f ; 1g or

H

= min f ; 1g :

The optimal allocation rule for parents with a high-talented child is decreasing
both in the size of the education budget R and in the level of access to higher education
:
2.7.2

Parents with a medium-high talented child

This group of voters includes all parents, whose child talent is ! 2 [(1
) (1
er j
r) ; !
who invest in top-up when the access to higher education is highly competitive. When
is low, these parents do not need to invest in private education, since their child
achieves the required admission score with her ability. However, when increases,
the income advantage of having a high-educated child increases and all parents tend
to invest more resources in private education. This increased competition makes the
admission threshold s more demanding, therefore this group of parents need to resort
to private education to safe their children access to higher education. Finally, given
the complementarity between the two education levels, when is extremely large,
the income advantage associated with higher education decreases and the access become less competitive, so that this group of parents does not need to invest in private
education (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). Let e 1 and e 2 ; with e 1 < e 2 , denote the two
marginal levels of delimiting the set of the allocation rules such that the access to
higher education is competitive and these parents need to invest in private education.
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=

);

Then, the preference of this group of voters can be written as
(

e 1 or
e2
if e 1 < < e 2
(41)
where the term ej in the second row of (41) represents the investment in top-up

u x; yrt+1 =

ax + b (x
ax + b (x

x) + (y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ))
ej x) + (y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ))

if

of the parent of the generic child with a level of talent ! j : Since the investment in
private education is aimed at achieving the required admission threshold, it follows
that di¤erent levels of initial income inequality, by changing the admission threshold
as described by Sections 2.6.1-2.6.3, impact on the optimal allocation rule of a parent
investing in top-up.12 The next remark presents the allocation rule maximizing the
utility of a parent investing in top-up, i.e. the utility level in the second row of (41).
Remark 3 When the level of initial income inequality is either high or medium, the
allocation rule that maximizes the utility of a parents resorting to private education,
for a given education budget R and a level of access to higher education ; is either:
aT =
with 0

T

min f ; 1g or

T

1
2

1+

1
R

1
k1

= min f ; 1g if

;

k2
1
k1

>

k2

(42)

; or

aT = 0
1
if R < k2
:
k1
When the level of initial income inequality is low the optimal allocation rule is

aT = 0:
The child level ! of innate talent does not a¤ect the allocation rule aT . By comparing (40) and (42), one may note that parents with a high-talented child, admitted
to higher education without top-up, prefer educational policies more generous towards higher education, than parents who invest in private education, i.e. aH > aT ;
12

Recall that in this analysis we assume that rich parents always have a disposable income, net
of the maximal investment in private education, greater than the threshold x. Then, to consider
di¤erent levels of income inequality, we vary the level of the disposable income of the poor, as
described by Sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3.
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;

given that < 1:
Figure 6 illustrates the utility of parents with a medium high-talented child when
the level of initial income inequality is either high or medium (panel 6a) and low
(panel 6b). In both panel, each curve is labeled with the level of child talent; with
! > !3 > !2 > !1:

Fig. 6a: Preference with high ineq.

Fig. 6b: Preferences with low ineq.

The utility of each parent is obtained by combining the two rows of (41). More
speci…cally, the …rst row corresponds to the curve !, which is the utility obtained
when the child receives higher education without top-up. As shown by both panels,
this curve is single peaked with the peak = H : The second row of (41), instead, is
illustrated by the dotted curves, which can be: either (i)) single peaked at = T ;
if the level of income inequality is high or medium (panel 6a); or (ii)) decreasing in
the allocation rule, if the level of income inequality is low (panel 6b).
When the level of the child talent increases, the dotted curve shift upwards, because the amount of top-up necessary to achieve the admission threshold s decreases.
The three bold curves represent the utility of three parents with a medium-high talented child. All these three curves are single peaked, however, the peak changes
according to the level of e 1 ; i.e. the marginal level of the investment in higher edu30
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cation, such that parents of this group need to resort to private education. Lemma
2 describes the preference of a parent with a medium-high talented child, when the
level of initial income inequality is either high or medium and the di¤erential in the
maximal top-up between rich and poor parents is measured by the di¤erence between
(13) and (17) or between (13) and (15) respectively.
Lemma 2 When the level of initial income inequality is such that rich parents have
a lower marginal utility of net income and are willing to a¤ord a higher maximal
investment in private education than poor parents, the optimal allocation rule of a
parent with a medium-high talented child is:
i. a =

T

if e 1

ii. a = e 1 if

iii. a =

H

T

if e 1

T;

< e1 <

H;

H:

Next lemma, instead, summarizes the preference of a generic parent with a mediumhigh talented child when the level of initial income inequality is low and there is no
di¤erence in the maximal investment in private education chosen by rich and poor
parents respectively.
Lemma 3 When the level of initial income inequality is so low that all parents, rich
and poor, experience the same marginal utility of net income, the optimal education
policy for a generic parent with a medium-high talented child is:
i. a = e 1 if 0

ii. a =
2.7.3

H

if e 1

e1 <

H;

H:

Parents with a medium-low talented child

The preference of the generic parent with a medium-low talented child, i.e. a child
) (1
with a level of talent ! 2 [ !
b r j = ; (1
r )) ; can be formalized as follows

u

x; yit+1

=

(

ax + b (x
ax + b (x

x) + (y0 (1 + k1 gB ))
ej x) + (y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ))

if
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e 1 or
e2
if e 1 < < e 2
(43)

:

When the investment in higher education is extremely low (i.e.
e 1 ) or is very
high (i.e.
e 2 ), parents belonging to this group prefer not to invest in private
education, so that their child receives only basic education. The next remark presents
the optimal allocation rule associated with the …rst row of (43).
Remark 4 For a given education budget R and a level of access to high education
; the optimal allocation rule maximizing the utility of a parent, whose child receives
only basic education, is
= 0:
(44)
On the other hand, when 2 (e 1 ; e 2 ) these parents decide to invest in private
education, because the cost of this investment is more than compensated by the
bene…t of having a high-educated child. The optimal allocation rule maximizing the
utility level in the second row of (43) is described by Remark 3.
Given the result in Remark 3, it follows that when the level of income inequality is
so low and rich and poor parents have the same marginal utility of income, all parents
with a medium-low talented child prefer to allocate the entire education budget to
basic education, that represents a sort of insurance for the child’s future income.
Figure 7 illustrates the preferences of this group of parents when the level of initial
income inequality is either high or medium.

Fig. 7: Utility of parents with a medium-low talented child.
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As in Figure 6, each curve is labeled with the level of child’s talent, with ! 3 > ! 2 > ! 1 :
The decreasing line represents the utility when the child receives only basic education
(i.e. …rst row of 43), while the inverted-U shaped curve is the utility of three generic
parents investing in private education in order to have a high educated child (i.e.
second row of 43). The utility of each of these parents corresponds to a speci…c bold
curve, which is obtained by combining the two rows of (43). More speci…cally, when
the investment in higher education is given by 2
= (e 1 ; e 2 ) ; the utility corresponds
to the decreasing line, while for all the allocation rules e 1 < < e 2 the utility is
given by the inverted-U shaped curve. If the allocation rule is either
= e 1 or
= e 2 ;the parent is indi¤erent between having a low-educated or a high-educated
child, by investing the maximal top-up.
When the level of a child innate talent decreases, the inverted-U shaped curve
shifts downward, then the utility associated with
= T may be lower than the
utility obtained when the entire education budget is allocated to basic education (see
Figure 7, the utility of parent whose child talent is ! 1 ). For each allocation rule
2 (0; 1) there exists a level of talent ! r denoting the marginal child for which the
cost of top-up is equal to the bene…t associated with higher education. This level,
whose derivation is illustrated by Appendix B, is de…ned as
! hr = (1

) (1

r)

+

b

( y0 Rk1

(45)

Z );

when the initial income inequality is high, and as
!m
r = (1

) (1

r)

+ (1

)

a

b
a

(xi

x) +

b

( y0 Rk1

Z );

(46)

when the level of initial income inequality is medium, while with a low level of initial
income inequality becomes as
! `r = (1

) (1

r)

+

b

y0 Rk1 :

(47)

The next Lemma summarizes the preference for the education policy of a parent with
a medium-low talented child.
Lemma 4 When the level of initial income inequality is such that rich and poor
parents are willing to a¤ord a di¤erent maximal investment in supplemental education,
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the optimal allocation rule chosen by the generic parent with a medium-low talented
child is:
i. a =

T

if ! i < ! < (1

) (1

r) ;

ii. a = 0 if ! < ! ir :
where i = h; m denotes the corresponding level of initial income inequality. When
the level of initial income inequality, instead, is low and there is no di¤erence between
the maximal top-up of rich and poor parents, the optimal allocation rule for the parents
with a medium-low talented child is a = 0 .
2.7.4

Parents with a low-talented child

A parent with a low-talented child (i.e. a child with a level of talent ! < !
br j = )
who cannot reach the required admission threshold even with the maximal top-up,
decides to allocate the entire education budget to basic education. The utility of this
group of parents, indeed, corresponds to the …rst row of (43), which is maximized
when = 0; as reported in Remark 4.

3

The political-economy equilibrium

Section 2.7 has introduced the allocation rules candidate to be the political-economy
equilibrium under majority voting. The potential candidates are: i) = 0; which is
supported by the parents whose child receives only basic education13 ; ii) = T ; that
is the optimal choice of the parents with a medium-talented child, who resort to topup when the investment in higher education is su¢ ciently large; iii) 2 ( T ; H ),
which represents the set of the alternatives voted by parents with a medium-high
talented child, who needs the investment in top-up when the competition is high;
iv)
= H , namely the optimal education policy preferred by the parents with a
high-talented child admitted to higher education without top-up.
13

This group of voters includes: i) all parents with a low-talented child (i.e. a child with a level of
talent ! !
b r ) who cannot reach the required admission score even with the maximal top-up; ii) a
fraction of the group of parents with a medium-low talented child (i.e. a child with a level of talent
! !), for which the cost of top-up to reach the admission score is larger than the income bene…t
of higher education.
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The optimal allocation rule for the society is the chosen under majority voting,
which corresponds to the choice of the median voter. By using the optimal allocation
rules given by (40) and (42), we de…ne three talent threshold levels, that are useful to
derive the political economy equilibrium. The …rst threshold, denoted by ! ir = ; is
T
obtained by replacing (42) into the de…nition of ! r ; i.e. the ability level of the marginal
child for which the investment in top-up is pro…table. This threshold represents the
share of parents who prefer = 0 to any other alternative
T.
i
The second threshold, labeled !
e r = ; corresponds to the talent level of the
T
marginal child accessing higher education with the lowest level of top-up, when the
investment in higher education is T : This threshold identi…es the share of parents
supporting an allocation rule 2 f0; T U g : Lastly, the third threshold, denoted by
!
e ir = , is the talent level of the marginal child admitted to higher education with
H
the lowest top-up, when the allocation rule is H (which is de…ned by (40)). This
thresholds represents the share of parents voting for < H :
The superscript i of each of these three thresholds denotes the level of the initial income inequality, with i = h; m; `: When the level of initial inequality between rich and
poor parents changes, the curves associated with the thresholds !
e ir and ! ir are shifted,
then the share of parents supporting the alternative allocation rule changes. Figure
8 and Figure 9 illustrate these shares when the level of the initial income inequality
is respectively high and low14 . Given that the highest allocation rule candidate to be
the political economy equilibrium is H ; to simplify the representation, we consider
in both …gures all the allocation rules
2 [0; ] ; where
= 12 1 + k11R > H :
This value, derived in Section 2.5, represents the level of the investment in higher
education that maximizes the income advantage of having a high-educated child, i.e.
term Z entering in the de…nition of the thresholds !
e ir , !
b ir and ! ir :
14

The graphical representation of the case with a medium level of initial income inequality is
similar to the illustration in Figure 8. The only di¤erence is that all curves are shifted upwards by
(1
) (a a b) (xp x) :
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Fig. 8: Preferences for

with high inequality.

Fig. 9: Preferences for

with low inequality.
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Let M V denote the majority voting allocation rule, then the political economy equilibrium is described by the next proposition.
Proposition 2 When the level of initial income inequality is such that rich parents
are willing to a¤ord a larger investment in top-up than poor parents, the allocation
rule chosen under majority voting is:
i.

MV

= 0 if ! ir

ii.

MV

=

iii.

MV

2(

iv.

MV

=

T

if ! ir

T;

H

H)

if !
e ir

=

T

=

> 12 ;

if !
e ir
=

1
2

T

H

=

<!
e ir

T

1
2

< 21 ;

=

T

;

!
e ir

=

H

;

with i = h; m if the level of initial income inequality is respectively high or
medium.
When the level of initial income inequality is low and all parents, rich and poor,
have the same maximal investment in top-up, the allocation rule T is equal to zero
(see Appendix A). Then, the political economy equilibrium can be presented as in
the following proposition.
Proposition 3 With a low level of income inequality, such that the di¤erential in
the maximal top-up between rich and poor parents is zero, the political economy equilibrium is:
i.

MV

= 0 if (1

ii.

MV

2 (0;

H )if

=

if !
e `r

iii.

3.1

MV

H

) (1
(1

=

r)

) (1

H

> 12 ;
r)

1
2

< 21 .

!
e `r

;
=

H

Comments and implications

The results presented by Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 show that the share
allocated to higher education is related with the level of initial income inequality and
with the level of social exchange mobility.
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When initial income inequality is either high or medium and rich parents, having
a lower marginal utility of income, invest more resources in private education, the
conditions to have > 0 as the political economy equilibrium are less demanding
compared to the case with low initial income inequality.
Moreover, the higher is the level of initial income inequality, the higher is the level
of inequality of opportunity in the access to higher education. When rich parents
invest more resources in private education, their children have a larger probability to
be admitted to higher education than children from a poor family. Given that, the
larger is the share of children from a rich family accessing to higher education, the
larger is the support for an allocation rule > 0; it follows that the investments in an
"elitist" higher education are more likely when the level of social exchange mobility
is low.
Finally, it is interesting to note that all the allocation rules > 0 are decreasing
in the size of the education budget R (see (40) and (42)): Given that R =
, it
follows that for a given tax rate, the larger the average income of the economy, the
lower is the share allocated to higher education. By considering the average income
as a measure of the country’s level of development, we have that the larger the level
of development, the lower is the relative per-student expenditure in higher education,
measured by ratio ggBU :

4

Social Mobility and Dynamics

Based on previous results we discuss here the link between the educational policy and
the level of social mobility, and highlight some dynamic e¤ects of this model.

4.1

Social mobility

Recall that only rich parents are called to vote for the educational policy. Therefore,
as shown by Proposition 2 and Proposition 3, respectively for the case with high (or
medium) and low initial income inequality, the majority voting educational policy
depends on the level of social exchange "immobility at the top", which is measured
by the share of rich parents whose child is admitted to higher education. More
speci…cally, for a positive allocation rule (i.e. > 0) the share of children from a rich
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family entering higher education and therefore becoming rich is de…ned as
F !
b ir :

QiU = 1

(48)

This share can be interpreted as a measure of social immobility at the top. On the
other hand, the share of children with a rich parent who receive only basic education
is
(49)
QiB = F !
b ir ;
which represents the level of downward social mobility. The two shares (48) and (49)
are de…ned by using the threshold !
b ir de…ned in Section 2.6 for di¤erent levels of initial
income inequality. This threshold represents the talent level of the marginal child,
from a rich family, entering higher education with the maximal top-up. Given the
de…nitions of the threshold !
b ir associated with the di¤erent levels of initial income
b hr : The higher the
bm
inequality in (28), (32) and (36), it follows that !
b `r > !
r > !
initial income inequality, the lower is the level of social exchange mobility, as the
share of children from a rich background admitted to higher education increases i.e.,
h
Q`U < Qm
U < QU .
Similarly, by using the talent threshold !
b ip , the share of children with a loweducated parent who are admitted to higher education is de…ned as
qUi = 1

F !
b ip :

(50)

While the share of children from a poor background receiving only basic education is
qBi = F !
b ip :

(51)

The two shares in (50) and (51) represent respectively a measure of the upward
exchange social mobility and of the immobility at the bottom. Given the de…nitions
of the threshold !
b ip for the di¤erent levels of initial income inequality in (29), (33)
and (37), it follows that !
b `p < !
bm
b hp : Thus, the higher the level of initial income
p < !
inequality, the lower is the level of upward social mobility for children from a poor
family, i.e. qU` > qUm > qUh : Moreover, for each level of initial income inequality !
b ip > !
b ir
, by using (24) and (25) the di¤erence between these two thresholds can be written
as
!
b ip !
b ir := r + (b
er ebp ) > 0:
(52)
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That is, the inequality of opportunity in the access to higher education between
children from rich and poor families has two di¤erent sources: the nurture e¤ect ( r )
and the di¤erent possibilities of resorting to supplemental private education (b
er ebp ),
which depend on the level of initial income inequality. The exchange social mobility
is summarized by Table 2, where each panel is associated with a speci…c level of initial
income inequality. It is interesting to note that, in each panel the presence of the
inequality of opportunity implies that the share of children from a rich [poor] family
inheriting the social status of their parent is larger than [1
].

Table 2: Social Exchange Mobility and Initial Income Inequality
Panel A: High initial income inequality
Social
Class

ypt+1

ypt

(1

)

(1

yrt

(1

)+
) 1

n
where

yrt+1

r

r

+

+

h

h

(1

1

)

1

+ (1

1

n
r

)

r

+

h

+

h

1

1

1

1
r

+

h

1

:= min 1;

1

r

h

+

h

and

=

Z
b

a b
a

:

Panel B: Medium initial income inequality
Social
Class

ypt+1

ypt

(1

)

yrt

((1

(1

) + ((
) (1

n
where (

yrt+1

((

r

r

m

+

m

+

)1 ))

(1

)1 ))

)

(

r

+

m

)1 ))

) ((

r

+

m

)1 ))

( (1

( + (1

n
1

1
r

+

m

1

)1 := min 1;

r

+

h

and

m

=

a b
a

Z
b

x) :

(xp

Panel C: Low initial income inequality
Social
Class
ypt
yrt
n

ypt+1
(1

)

((1

(1

) (1

yrt+1
)+

r)
r)

(1

)
( +

r

n

(1

r)

(1

))

1

1
1

Recall that the term Z appearing in Panel A and Panel B of Table 2, is positively
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related with the allocation rules candidate to the political economy equilibrium under
majority voting. Therefore, with either a high or medium level of initial income inequality, the threshold !
b ir decreases when the share of the education budget allocated
to higher education increases (see Figure 8). That is, the more generous the allocation
rule towards higher education, the larger is the level of social immobility at the top.
On the other hand, given the de…nition of !
b ip ; the larger the share of the education
budget allocated to higher education, the higher is the level of social immobility at
the bottom. When rich and poor parents exhibiting di¤erent maximal top-up, i.e.
when the level of initial income inequality is either high or medium, larger ratios
between per-student expenditure in higher and basic education tend to be associated
with a low level of exchange social mobility, as the share of children inheriting the
parental social status increases.
When the level of initial income inequality is low and all parents have the same
maximal top-up, the level of social exchange mobility does not depend on the allocation rule (see Panel C).
The level of social immobility (I) associated with a generic level i of initial income
inequality is de…ned as I i = 2 (1
) min f1; r + i g ; with i = h; m; `, and ` = 0:

4.2

Dynamics

The dynamics of the educational policy is related to the evolution of the average
income of the society that, for a given tax rate ; a¤ects the size of the education
budget R: For a given allocation rule ; the average income of the children generation
is de…ned as
t+1
t
t t
= y0 1 + k1 1
1 + k2 t t t :
(53)
For exposition purposes we set now k1 = k2 = k and assume that the allocation rule
1
(1
) : Given these assumptions, the
decided by the society is t = H = 21 1 + Rk
average income in (53), after some manipulations becomes as
t+1

=

y0
4

2+k

t t 2

(1

)2 :

(54)

Figure 10 illustrates the relationship in (54), which is linear for all levels of the initial
1
, where the cuto¤ level 1k is given by H
1: When the
average income t
k
1
initial average income is k the relationship becomes convex.
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Fig. 10: Dynamics.

Figure 10 shows that there are two alternative patterns that an economy may
follow. The …rst pattern characterizes an economy whose initial average income is
larger than 2 : Under this scenario, the average income of the society tends to grow
over time. The second pattern involves the convergence towards
for all economies
starting below 2 :
Given the dynamics of the average income illustrated by Figure 10, it is possible
to analyze how the educational policy evolves over time. More speci…cally, when the
level of the initial income inequality is high and the political economy equilibrium
is H , if the initial average income is larger than 2 , the economy grows over time,
because the income of both rich and poor parents increase. Then, the growth of the
income of poor parents implies that their disposable income (either before or post
the maximal investment in top-up) may become larger than the threshold x: In this
case the poor, having a lower marginal utility of net income, increase their maximal
investment in top-up. Therefore, the growth of the average income and the lower
di¤erential of in terms of maximal top-up between poor and rich parents, imply that
the condition to continue to have H as the political economy equilibrium, may no
longer be satis…ed. In particular this condition presented at point (iv) of Proposition
42
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2, can be rewritten as
(1

) (1

r)

<

1
2

1
a b
+
a
ab

y0
(Rk + 1)2
4

2

;

(55)

where the growth of the average income increases the term R (we assume that marginal tax rate is constant), while the parameters a and b capture the e¤ect of variations
in the marginal utility of the poor. That is, when the average income grows and poor
have more resources to invest in private education, the second term on the RHS of
condition (55) becomes larger. Therefore, if the term r (i.e. the nurture e¤ect) is
not extremely high, the political economy equilibrium will continue to be H if the
level of elitism of the higher education declines, i.e. if increases.
It is interesting to note that, the growth of the average income reduces the level
of all the allocation rules candidate to be the political economy equilibrium (see (40)
and (42)). That is, the higher the average income, the lower is the level of H ,
(recall that H ! 21 when R ! 1). Therefore, one economy with an initial income
larger than 2 experiences a continuous growth of the average income. This reduces
the inequality between income classes and the elite has to reduce the elitism of the
higher education in order to keep their preferred policy as the political economy
equilibrium. In addition, the growth of the average income reduces the level of all the
alternative allocation rules, then the ratio of per-student expenditure tend to decline
over time. Thus, developed economies (whose initial average income is larger than
2 ) are characterized by low levels of both income inequality and relative expenditure
in higher education.
When the initial income of the economy is below 2 , there is a convergence towards
. In particular, if the initial income is 2 (y0 ; ) (i.e. low developed economy)
the average income grows until . For example, with a high level of initial income
inequality and a share H of the education budget allocated to higher education,
the dynamics implications of the growth of the average income are the same as those
associated with the case of > 2 : That is, the average income increases and the poor
have more resources to invest in private education. Then, the condition to have H
as the political economy equilibrium requires that the elite has to make the access to
higher education less elitist. However, di¤erent than the case of a developed economy
(i.e. > 2 ), here, the economy converge towards a steady state with a low average
income and then a high ratio of per-student expenditures ggBU : In addition, a large
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share of the education budget allocated to higher education is associated with a low
level of exchange mobility, because a large share of children from a rich family inherits
their parent’s income class.
When the initial level of development is >
(medium developed economy),
the average income tends to decrease over time. If the allocation rule is H , this
decreasing pattern implies that the income inequality increases and the di¤erential
in the maximal top-up does not declines. Hence, the condition (55) continues to be
satis…ed and the society converges towards an equilibrium characterized by a lowquality basic education and a good-quality elitist higher education.

5

Concluding remarks

This paper proposes a political economy explanation of the cross-country di¤erences
observed in educational policies. We consider the case of less-developed economies,
where only a rich elite has political power and has to decide how to allocate a given
public budget across two education levels, i.e. basic and higher education. Our results
reveal that the educational policy implemented under majority voting is related to
the country’s levels of initial development and income inequality.
When income inequality is high and development is low the rich elite implements a
policy that allocates a large share of public budget to higher education. This result is
consistent with the empirical evidence showing that less developed countries tend to
have larger relative schooling expenditure, measured by the ratio between per capita
investments in higher education over investments in basic education. In addition, this
scenario is associated with a low level of exchange social mobility, as the majority of
rich parents bequeath their social class to their children.
With regard to the dynamics, the analysis presented in this paper considers some
reference cases, i.e. high inequality and initial allocation rule H ; and discusses how
the elite may implement its preferred policy over time and the implication of this
policy. The main conjecture is that, when the economy grows the elite has to reduce
the level of elitism of the higher education, otherwise the majority will choose a
di¤erent educational policy. How the level of elitism is decided by the society and
the analysis of its implications would be a topic for future research.
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Appendix A: Preferences for the education policy
This Appendix provides all the computations to derive the optimal allocation policy
for the di¤erent groups of voters presented in Section 2.7.

Parents with a high-talented child
Recall that the utility of a rich parent whose child enters higher education without
top-up is
(56)
u x; yrt+1 = ax + b (x x) + y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) :
The …rst order condition (hereafter FOC) with respect to
@u (x; yrt+1 )
= y0
@

is

dgB
dgU
k1 (1 + k2 gU ) + (1 + k1 gB )
k2
d
d

= 0:

(57)

By replacing the de…nition of the per-student expenditure in basic and higher education, given by (1) and (2) respectively, the previous FOC (??) can be rewritten
as
R
R
Rk1 1 + k2
+ (1 + k1 (1
) R) k2 = 0;
Then, by solving for ; one obtains that the optimal allocation rule chosen by a parent
with a high-talented child is

Note that

H

H

=

> 0 given that

1
k1

1
2
>

1+

k2

1
R

1
k1

: While

k2
H

:

< 1 if R >

1
k1

k2

: However,

= 21 1 + Rk1 1 , where is the allocation rule that maximizes the income
advantage Z of having a high educated child.
H

Parents with a medium-talented child
The utility of a rich parent investing in supplemental private education is
u x

ej ; yrt+1 = ax + b (x

ej

x) + y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) ;
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(58)

where the term ej denotes the top-up needed for the child with a level of talent ! j
to achieve the required admission score threshold si : Since the admission threshold
si changes with the level of initial income inequality, as described in Sections 2.6.1,
2.6.2 and 2.6.3, here, we consider the case with high, medium and low initial income
inequality separately.
High initial income inequality. When the level of initial income inequality is
high, the required admission score is
sh = (1

)+ Z

b

+

(1

)

+

a

(59)

r;

then a parents whose child’s talent is ! j , in order to have a high-educated child, has
to purchase the following amount of top-up

ehj :=

1

sh

!j =

r

1

(1

) (1

r)

+ Z

b

+

(1

)
a

!j ;

(60)

recall that the superscript h stands for high inequality. Given the de…nition of Z
(equation (11)); the top-up investment can be rewritten as
ehj =

1

(1

) (1

r)

+

k2 gU y0 (1 + k1 gB )

b

+

(1

)
a

!j :

(61)

By replacing (61) into (58) and after some manipulations, the utility of a rich parent
investing in top-up becomes
u x

ej ; yrt+1 =

(62)

+ y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) ;

) (1
where the term = ax + b (x x) + b (! j (1
r )) is constant with respect
b
to ; while = (1
) 1 a < 1:
The FOC with respect to the share of education budget allocated to higher education is
ej ; yrt+1 )

@u (x
@

= y0

dgB
dgU
k1 (1 + k2 gU ) + (1 + k1 gB ) k2
d
d
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= 0:

(63)

By using the de…nitions (1) and (2), the above FOC can be rewritten as
k2

(1 + (1

2 ) k1 R)

(64)

k1 = 0:

By solving (64) for ; one obtains the optimal allocation rule (42) presented in Remark
3, when the level of initial income inequality is high. Moreover, this allocation rule
is an interior solution (i.e. aT 2 (0; 1)) if the following two conditions are satis…ed
8
<
:

@u( )
@
@u( )
@

!0
!1

>0)R>

k2

<0)R>

1
k1

1
k1

:

k2

Figure 11 illustrates these two conditions. More speci…cally, the dashed line represents
all the con…gurations such that @@u !0 = 0: That is, for all combinations located
above such line the FOC (64) is negative for ! 0, therefore parents investing in
top-up prefer to allocate the entire education budget to basic education, i.e. T = 0.
The solid line shows all con…gurations such that @@u !1 = 0. That is, the region
below such line represents all con…gurations such that parents investing in top-up
prefer to allocate the entire education budget to higher education, i.e. T = 1.
Finally, the grey region, bounded by the dashed and the solid line, corresponds to all
con…gurations such that aT 2 (0; 1).
Since = (1
) 1 ab < 1, the lower the level of elitism , the higher is the
ratio k2 , (i.e. the slope of the two lines decreases), therefore the regions associated
with an interior solution narrows. This result is quite intuitive as from one hand,
the larger is ; the larger is the group of parents who prefer > T , because their
child receives higher education without top-up. On the other hand, when increases,
the income di¤erential between high and low educated children decreases, then the
incentive to invest in private education for parents with a medium-talented child
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decreases.

Fig 11: Allocation rule with top-up.

Medium initial income inequality. With a medium level of initial income inequality, the required admission score is
sm = (1

)+ Z

b

+

(1

)
a

+

r

+ (1

(a

)

b)
a

(xi

(65)

x) ;

which implies that the investment in top-up of a parents, whose child’s talent is ! j ,
can be written as
em
j =

1

(1

) (1

r)

+

k2 gU y0 (1 + k1 gB )

(1

)

ej ; yrt+1 =

m

where the term m = ax+b (x x) (1
is constant with respect to ; while

a

+ (1

)

a

b

a
(66)
where the superscript m denotes the level of initial income inequality. By replacing
(66) into (58), the utility of a parent investing in top-up is
u x

b

+

+ y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) ;
)
= (1

a b
a

(x
) 1

(67)

x)+ b (! j (1
) (1
r ))
b
< 1: It is interesting to
a
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(x

x)

!j ;

note that, with a medium level of initial income inequality the investment in topup increases with respect to the case with high inequality. However, the amount
of "extra" top-up (which is measured by the term (1
) a a b (x x) into (66))
does not depend on the quality of higher education ; therefore the allocation rule
maximizing the utility of a parent with a medium-talented child is given by (42), as
described by Remark 3.
Low initial income inequality. When initial income inequality is low and all
parents have the same marginal utility of net income, the admission score to enter
higher education is
Z
+ r;
(68)
b
while the top-up investment for the generic parent, whose child’s talent is ! j , can be
written as
1
1
ej = ((1
) (1
! j ) + k2 gU y0 (1 + k1 gB ) :
(69)
r)
b
s` = (1

)+

By replacing (69) into (58), one obtains that the utility of the generic parent investing
in top-up, when the level of initial inequality is low, becomes
u x

ej ; yrt+1 =

+ y0 (1 + k1 gB ) ;

(70)

) (1
where the term = ax + b (x x) + b (! j (1
r )) is constant with respect
to : The derivative of (70) with respect to the allocation rule is
ej ; yrt+1 )

@u (x
@

= y0

dgB
k1 = y0 Rk1 < 0;
d

therefore, when the level of initial income inequality is low, the optimal allocation
rule for parents investing in top-up is T = 0.

Parents with a low-talented child
The utility of a rich parent with a low-talented child receiving only basic education
is
u x; ypt+1 = ax + b (x x) + y0 (1 + k1 gB ) :
(71)
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The derivative with respect to the allocation rule

is

@u x; ypt+1
dgB
= y0
k1 = y0 Rk1 < 0;
@
d
therefore, as presented in Remark 4, the generic parent whose child receive only basic
education prefers to allocate the entire education budget to basic education, which
represents a sort of insurance for their child’s future income.

Appendix B: derivation of the talent threshold !
Section 2.7.3 has introduced the threshold ! r denoting the talent level of the marginal
child, from a rich family, for which the cost of top-up and the bene…t of higher education coincide. This level is obtained by equating: i) the utility of the parent whose
child is admitted to higher education with top-up, and ii) the utility of the parent
whose child receives only basic education, with the entire education budget allocated
to basic education. This condition, when the level of initial income inequality is high,
can be formalized as
ax+b (x

b
x)+ (! j

(1

) (1

r ))+

y0 (1 + k1 gB ) (1 + k2 gU ) = ax+b (x

x)+ y0 (1 + k1 R) ;

which can be rewritten as

b

(! j

(1

) (1

r ))

+ y0 (1 + k1 (1

) R) 1 + k2

R

= y0 (1 + k1 R) ;

(72)
where the term on the LHS corresponds to the utility of having a high-educated child
(second term) net of the top-up investment (…rst term), while the term on the RHS
is the bene…t of having a low-educated child, when the education budget is totally
allocated to basic education. The threshold ! r is obtained by solving (72) for ! j ;
that is
! hr = (1
) (1
( y0 Rk1 Z ) ;
r) +
b
where Z = y0 (1 + k1 (1
) R) k2 R , while the superscript h stands for high inequality.
With a medium level of initial income inequality, the threshold ! r is obtained
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from the following condition
b

!j

(1

) (1

r)

(1

a

)

b

(x

a

x) + y0 (1 + k1 (1

) R) k2

R
(73)

which implies that
!m
r = (1

) (1

r)

+ (1

a

)

b
a

(x

x) +

b

( y0 Rk1

Z ):

While when the level of initial income inequality is low, the condition to obtain ! r is
b

(! j

(1

) (1

r ))

+ y0 (1 + k1 (1

) R) = y0 (1 + k1 R) ;

(74)

with the threshold ! de…ned as

! `r = (1

) (1

r)

+

b

y0 Rk1 :

By comparing the threshold ! ir , with the cuto¤ !
b ir , denoting the marginal child who
can reach the admission score with the maximal top-up, one obtains that for each
level of initial income inequality
! ir

!
b ir =

b

y0 Rk1 > 0:

This di¤erence represents the share of parents with a medium-low talented child who
prefer to allocate the entire education budget to basic education, even if their child
may enter higher education with supplemental investment in private education. For
these parents the cost of the top-up, expressed as a lower current income, is larger
then the bene…t of higher education, expressed in terms of a higher future child’s
income. The share of this group of parents increases when the quality of higher
education improves.

Appendix C: The political economy equilibrium
This Appendix shows the conditions for the political economy equilibrium described
by Proposition 2 and Proposition 3. Recall that Proposition 2 describes the political
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= y0 k1 R;

economy equilibrium when the level of initial income inequality is either high or
medium. However, this Appendix reports only the computations for the case with
high inequality. For the case of medium inequality, the only di¤erence is the presence
of the constant term (1
) a a b (xi x), which increases the thresholds ! r and
!
br .
High initial income inequality

The political economy equilibrium with a high level of initial income inequality is
formalized by Proposition 2. More speci…cally, the majority voting allocation rule
is M V = 0, when more than half parents prefer to allocate the entire education
budget to basic education. Recall that this group includes: i) all parents with a
low talented child, who cannot reach the required admission threshold even with the
maximal top-up (i.e. child whose talent is ! < !
b hr ), ii) a share of parents with a
medium-low talented child (i.e. a child with a level of talent ! ! hr ), who can enter
higher education with top-up, but the cost of this investment is not pro…table.
The condition to have M V = 0; described by point (i) of Proposition 2, can be
formalized as
(1

) (1

r)

>

b

k2

y0 R

T

(1 + k1 (1

T ) R)

k1

1
+ ;
2

(75)

by replacing the de…nition T given by (42) and after some manipulations, one obtains
that the political economy equilibrium is M V = 0 if
k1 )2

y0 (Rk1 k2 + k2
b 4
k1 k2

+

1
< (1
2

) (1

where = (1
) 1 ab :
The political economy allocation rule is the alternative
sition 2) when
8
<

: (1

(1
) (1

r)

>

1
2

) (1
+ (1

1
2

r)

=

(point (ii) of Propo-

k1 )2
y0 (Rk1 k2 +k2
b 4
k1 k2
y0
1
R
+
Rk1 k2
b 4
k1
k2

+

) ab

where the …rst row requires that !j
!
e r j = T > 21 .

T;

r) ;

T

1
,
2

+ k2 +

k1

;

while the second row implies that
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If the median voter is a rich parent with a high-medium talented child, the majority voting allocation rule is 2 ( T U ; h ) ; (i.e. point (iii) of Proposition 2), which
requires the following condition
8
< (1

: (1

) (1

1
2

r)

) (1

1
2

r)

y0
b 4

) ab

+ (1

y0
b 4

) ab

+ (1

R+

1
k1

R+

1
k1

k2
k2

Rk1 k2 + k2 +

k1

(Rk1 k2 + k2 + k1 )

;

1
where the …rst row represents the case !
er j = T
, while the second row corresponds
2
1
to the case !
er j = H
:
2
Finally, the political economy equilibrium is decided by the group of parents with
a high-talented child, i.e. M V = H (point (iv) of Proposition 2) if the following
condition is satis…ed

(1

) (1

r)

<

1
2

+ (1

)

b
a

y0
b 4

R+

1
k1

k2

(Rk1 k2 + k2 + k1 ) :

Low initial income inequality
The political economy equilibrium with a low level of initial income inequality is presented by Proposition 3. Recall that, when initial inequality is low, and all parents
have the same marginal utility of net income, T = 0: The political economy equilibrium is M V = 0 if more than half parents have a child receiving only basic education
(point (i) Proposition 3). This condition requires that
(1

) (1

r)

1
> :
2

(76)

The entire education budget is allocated to basic education if the elitism of higher
education is < 12 2 : That is, the threshold ` = 12 2 can be interpreted as the
maximum level of elitism that a society may tolerate. In other words, with a low
level of income inequality, if the fraction of student admitted to higher education is
lower than ` , the entire education budget is allocated to basic education.
The majority voting equilibrium is a M V 2 (0; H ] (point (ii) of Proposition 3)
if the following condition holds
In particular, the allocation rule obtaining the preference of at least half of the
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voters is 0 <

MV

<

h

if
(1

) (1

r)

where the term
!
e `r

= (1
=

) (1

r)

H

+

1
2

!
e `r

;
=

H

y0
1
(Rk1 k2 + k2 + k1 ) R +
b 4
k1

Lastly, the optimal allocation rule under majority voting is M V =
median voter is a parents with a high talented child, that is if
(1

) (1

r)

>

1
2

y0
1
(Rk1 k2 + k2 + k1 ) R +
b 4
k1

k2
H

k2

if more the

:
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